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Discover more about NetOptiks:

Fast, reliable and secure fibre optic connectivity
A Brantford company serving Brantford customers
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NetOptiks: An advanced
telecommunications service
NetOptiks, the fibre division of Brantford
Energy Corporation, is dedicated to
providing the most up-to-date, affordable,
high-speed, high bandwidth telecommunications services to local businesses,
institutions and community organizations.
NetOptik’s services are the first of their kind
offered in the Brantford area. We provide
creative solutions to achieve the fast, high
volume telecommunications capabilities
that businesses require.
We have developed a new high-speed,
digital, community-wide Metropolitan Area
Network (MAN) that is, by far, the fastest
and most economically priced system
available in Brantford.

The root of NetOptiks service technology
is the pure fibre optics used to provide
clients with one of the most advanced data
connections in the area. We offer a pure
optical solution, not a hybrid.
> High

speed, high volume

Coupled with laser technology and
state-of-the-art electronics, fibre optic cable
can transmit and receive vast amounts of
data far in excess of traditional copper
cable. Speeds range from 512 kbps to
Optical Carrier speeds.
> Reliable

and cost-effective

Fibre optic technology is safe, secure and
cost-effective. It has the highest level of
reliability and redundancy for transmitting
audio, video and data information. The
broad bandwidth provided by fibre optics
makes it the preferred method of transmitting information in today’s digital world.

> Scalable

and flexible

NetOptiks is a one-source tap for voice,
video and data transmission that can grow
with your organization. It allows you to
extend your Local Area Network to remote
sites in the city, throughout the province,
across Canada and around the world.
> Security

NetOptiks offers secure and reliable virtual
private networks (VPN) for community-wide
networking requirements. This enables
businesses that need to communicate
from several office locations to transfer
their confidential data and communications
over a guaranteed, 24-hour secure fibre
optic connection.

NetOptiks Applications

The NetOptiks Commitment

Many applications may be added to your
NetOptiks connection:

NetOptiks is dedicated to providing the best
customer service possible. We are continually
looking to provide additional services that
will benefit you.

>

Wholesale and Retail Business Internet Services

>

Point to Point Transparent LAN Services (TLS)

>

Point to Multi-point Connectivity

>

Wide Area Network Design

>

Videoconferencing, Voice Over IP

>

Corporate domain, web, e-mail and
e-commerce hosting services

>

Offsite data storage services

NetOptiks has also formed strategic partnerships
with technological leaders to take advantage of
their extensive knowledge and expertise.

The NetOptiks Advantage
NetOptiks provides global connectivity
using a fibre network (fibre-to-desk) and
Internet Protocol on which customers can
run any IP applications.
Our clients benefit from state-of-the-art
technology for a full suite of voice, video
and data services with one point of
contact, excellent service and competitive
pricing. It allows them to do what they do
best, run their business.

netoptiks@brantford.ca

We have been in the utility business for
nearly a century. We understand the need
to serve our customers 24 hours a day,
7 days a week. We live and work in your
community. Our stable ownership means
you can be confident that we’re here for you
– today and tomorrow.

